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This is another podcast from one of the many podcasts that I like to listen to. This one
is from the Jason Stapleton Program, definately worth a listen!
Finding Meaning In Your Weirdness

"+ Register for the Shameless Self-promotion Seminar https://mediapartnersinc.clickfunnels.com/promote-shamelessly + Join my texting
community. 323-594-8781 + Start receiving my Daily Alchemy Newsletter
-https://www.stapletonagency.com/daily-alchemy + Become a member of our Nomad
Network - https://www.stapletonagency.com/nomad-network +++++ Little bit shorter
show than usual today, as Jason has to split early so he can do an interview with the
legendary John Lee Dumas, the titanic don of podcasting. As human beings, we very
easily form consensuses. In fact, our ancestors have formed an entire discipline to
counter the instinct to collect around a consensus. That discipline is called "science."
When properly practiced, science is the opposite of consensus-building. It's looking
wherever everyone else isn't, attempting to find what everyone else hasn't seen. This is
where the magic is. Those who change the world are the ones who are willing to study,
explore, think, do, say, and believe the things that nobody else will consider. Who
don't care what people will say or think about them. There's a "meaning" crisis
nowadays. In an era of unparalleled luxury, technology, and opportunity, people feel
more disconnected and sad and unfulfilled than ever. If you haven't given yourself
permission to do something weird, just because you like it, you're probably missing out
on some of the most meaningful experiences of your life. So go be weird, and say that
the Wealth Power & Influence guys sent you. +++++ Give your business an unfair
advantage in less than 3 minutes a day. Get the daily newsletter that delivers the most
actionable and tactical growth strategies available today, straight from the mind of a
marketing genius: http://dailyalchemy.me. Learn the blueprint for generating
predictable and sustainable income from anywhere on earth:
http://www.nomadicwealthoffer.com. If you're ready to take control of your life,
income, and future, go to http://mynomad.network to get started. Jason on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/jason_stapleton Jason on IG:
https://www.instagram.com/thejasonstapleton Jason's website:
https://jasonstapleton.com Matt on Twitter: https://twitter.com/realkingpilled Don't
forget to like and subscribe, and please share the show!"
http://www.jasonstapleton.com
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